Independent Film Festival Boston, Portland Film Festival, Indie Grits Film Festival, PUSH!
Film Festival (Best Feature Film Award), Virginia Film Festival, Cucalorus Film Festival, Filmslang

While navigating life with his hyper-protective mother along the enigmatic Outer Banks of North Carolina's coast, a
conflicted teen must reassemble his broken pieces after a near tragic accident. A searchlight cast upon the earliest
traces of America and the mystery of settlers vanished, Lost Colony scans a once virgin watershed for signs of life.

While navigating life with his hyper-protective mother along the enigmatic Outer Banks of North Carolina's coast--site
of the first attempted English settlement in the New World--conflicted teen Loren learns of his expecting girlfriend's
ambivalence toward him. After a near tragic accident, he must learn to reassemble the broken pieces into a stronge r,
wiser form and approach a more worldly consciousness. A searchlight cast upon the earliest traces of America and the
mystery of settlers vanished, Lost Colony scans a once virgin watershed for signs of life.

Length: 84 minutes
Completion date: April 2015
Aspect ratio: 16x9 (1.77:1)
Shooting format: RED Epic 5K
Language: English
Color
Sound: 5.1 and Stereo available

Joshua Brady (Homefront, Project Almanac, I Saw the Light) – Loren
Sam Buchanan (This is Martin Bonner, Shameless (TV), Mad Men (TV)) – Ramona
Stephanie Morgan – Patricia
Phillip Ward – Randy

Bryan Marshall (Passenger Pigeons, Pilgrim Song) - Dennis

Christopher Holmes director/writer/executive producer/producer/editor
Adam Tate producer/unit production manager
Christopher Schneider director of photography
Aaron Schnobrich executive producer/producer
Carrie Coon associate producer
Vince Gonzalez associate producer
Alexander Sablow camera operator
Jonathan Pfundstein first assistant camera
Matthew McMurtrie second assistant camera/production assistant
Chase Livengood gaffer
Tyler Blythe sound mixer
Derek Brooks boom operator
Meredith Hannah production designer
Jeff Seelye composer/sound supervisor/sound designer
Chris Iversen editor
Ian Johnson editor
Tommy Stang sound editor
Scott Ferrara dialogue editor
Ayumi Ashley colorist

Christopher Holmes – Director/Writer/Executive Producer/Producer/Editor

Christopher Holmes is an award-winning filmmaker and recent recipient of the North Carolina Arts Council’s $10,000
Individual Artist Fellowship in Film and Video (2010-2011). His films have been featured in dozens of festivals around
the world, including the Milano Film Festival, Slamdance, IFF Boston, SF Indie, Sidewalk, the Maryland Film Festival
and the Wisconsin Film Festival. Christopher has served in the past as a Visiting Assistant Professor of Broadcasting
and Cinema at UNC-Greensboro, and currently holds the position of Program Coordinator for the RiverRun
International Film Festival, where he has worked since 2009. Currently recovering from career-threatening “Tommy
John” elbow surgery, Christopher hopes to one day pitch again in the major leagues.

Adam Tate – Producer/Unit Production Manager

Adam is a graduate of UNCSA's School of Filmmaking and recently finished his Master’s degree at the University of
Texas at Austin. He produced Martha Stephens' award-winning 2012 feature Pilgrim Song, which premiered at the
SXSW Film Festival, and served as 2nd AD on her 2010 feature debut Passenger Pigeons--also a SXSW premiere.
Additionally Adam has worked for the Austin Film Society and Troublemaker Studios.

Christopher Schneider – Director of Photography

Christopher is a graduate of both UNCSA's School of Filmmaking and The London Film School, and has worked on
numerous features and short films performing cinematography and lighting duties. His Director of Photography credits
include Random 11,Hayseeds and Scalawags, the short film Lunch Date, which screened at the Palm Springs

International Film Festival and the Santa Barbara Film Festival, and Jonathan Steckley's debut feature The Volunteer.
He also crewed on Mark Romanek's 2010 feature Never Let Me Go.

Aaron Schnobrich – Executive Producer/Producer

Aaron has an extensive background in feature films, commercials, music videos and social justice documentaries, and
he served as Co-producer on UNCSA alum Chad Hartigan's 2013 film This Is Martin Bonner, which won the Audience
Award in the NEXT section at the 2013 Sundance Film Festival and an Independent Spirit Award later that year. The
Pulitzer Institute and Sundance have recognized his work and he has travelled to mor e than 15 countries while creating
and telling stories. His works have been viewed hundreds of thousands of times nationally and internationally and his
still photography has been published on NationalGeographic.com.

What is your connection to the South?

I grew up in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, a suburb of Akron probably most famous in motion picture circles for being the
hometown for filmmaker Jim Jarmusch, who attended the same high school as my mom. I even have his yearbook photo
from his freshman year posted on my Instagram account somewhere if people care to work for it. At any rate I moved
down to North Carolina about 12 years ago to attend grad school in pursuit of my MFA in Film Production from UNC Greensboro, and have been a fixture here ever since. I’ve been a programmer for the RiverRun International Film
Festival in Winston-Salem, NC for the last six years.

Where did you get your inspiration for this work?

It’s a little hard to pin down, but I think the original inspiratio n for the story stems from a solo road trip I took to the
Outer Banks immediately following my graduation from the University of Akron —one of many times in my 36 years
where I happened to be feeling a bit overwhelmed, uncertain about my destiny in life, an d to put it plainly just lost in
the world. I spent a week there as a sort of passenger from the North, surveying the coastal scene, the birthplace of
white, Anglo colonization of this country, writing poetry, taking still photos, and getting perspective. When I returned
to North Carolina for grad school the next year I continued exploring those themes as a filmmaker until the emblem of
the shark tooth and the emotional remnants of that trip kind of coalesced into a story that I felt compelled to bring into
the world.

How did you start making films?

Again, a little hard to pin down, but here goes. I sadly can’t say that I boast the same kind of creation myth story about
being five years old with a camcorder in my hand or other such embellishments that filmma kers often broadcast about
themselves. I will say that I’ve long been interested in media, imagery and storytelling of all kinds and, being someone
who admittedly finds coherent verbal communication a struggle, the nonverbal (or pre -verbal, even) audiovisual
language of symbol and gesture that the cinematic form provides seemed to provide a space where I could actually
articulate with the kind of precision that the English language often fails to make possible. Interesting related side

note—I had originally intended to pursue an MFA in creative writing (poetry) at UNCG, with film as a secondary
option, but a twist of fate wherein the registrar’s office there lost my application fee check resulted in me missing a
deadline and thankfully being invited to study within the filmmaking program instead.

Did anything interesting or funny happen on set during the shooting?

Everything that happened on set during shooting was entirely fascinating and often surreal to me, attempting to make a
feature film on this scale of budget and available resources is one of the most ambitious, brave and self -delusional
things a person can attempt I think! More specifically though, I think the level of trespassing and asking for forgiveness
that needed to occur to secure some of the locations in the film was pretty high. We had potato guns fired at us on at
least two occasions during the shooting of the few night scenes. There was a legit shooting/assault that occurred a block
or two away from where the entire cast and crew was staying on the very first night that everyone was in town (in
Manteo, on Roanoke Island), with a swarm of police cars in pursuit minutes later. We secured the permission to shoot
at the mini-golf course used in the film entirely by text message communication and never in fact met the proprietor of
the business, which was bizarre. We were chased off of a quick setup at a public beach location by the National Parks
Service only minutes after pulling into the parking lot, eerily. I was threatened with a lawsuit by th e Historical
Association on the island just a few weeks before we were to begin shooting because of some misinformed notion about
what we were trying to accomplish with the film, resulting in having to alter the title because of a dubious trademark
claim. The problems we had to solve and obstacles we had to overcome in order for this film just to exist were
relentless and almost cosmic in their absurdity.

What do you look forward to the most during Indie Grits?

Being that it’s the world premiere screening of my film, I’m most looking forward to sharing the finished work with a
live audience for the first time and learning what I can about the film from the interaction. Likewise I’m excited to
reconnect with the Indie Grits staff, whom I know a bit from conversations at other festivals and correspondence when
my previous short film Sapsucker was screened there in 2009. I’ve been to Columbia a few times but never for the
festival proper, so I’m really curious to check out the Nickelodeon for the first time.

Why should someone see your film?

If I haven’t sufficiently stated my case in the answers above, I would just add that this production has been an almost
Odyssean undertaking for me in every way imaginable, and by the time it screens on April 15 it will have been a legit
ten year voyage since I began trying to make it a reality following completion of the original script. The performances
turned in by all the principals are remarkably dynamic, first-class pieces of work all, the cinematography by DP
Christopher Schneider is highly ambitious and gorgeously rendered, and I think it features a singular story and
authorial point of view that is utterly unlike anything likely to make the film festival rounds this year. It’s an elegant,
multi-layered exploration of the concept of colonization and the ways in which self -imposed cycles of fear culture and
debt reinforce one another to create a sort of feedback loop —a combination of forces that’s challenging to navigate for
a teen growing up in the margins of the American South.
www.lostcolonyfilm.com

